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Police investigate two Taser robberies
and say they may be related to ones
last month
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Two armed robberies that occurred Sunday in Washington have

been linked to an earlier spate of hold-ups in which Tasers were

used to subdue or threaten victims, according to D.C. police.

The latest attacks were in Capitol Hill in Northeast Washington, in

which a car was taken, and near the U Street corridor in

Northwest. The robberies last week happened near the

Washington Convention Center in Mount Vernon Square.

The latest robbery occurred about 8:40 p.m. Sunday in the 2100

block of 10th Street NW. D.C. police said that a man walking

through an alley was hit with a Taser from behind and knocked to

the ground. Police said items were taken.

Also on Sunday, police said a newspaper delivery man was robbed

about 5 a.m. in the 1300 block of Tennessee Avenue NE in Capitol

Hill. Police said a man threatened him with a Taser and said, “Give

it up.” The victim gave the man his car keys, and the person drove

off in a silver Toyota.

Authorities did not identify the company for whom the victim

worked.

The other robberies occurred Sept. 23 and Sept. 24 near the

convention center. In one case, police said one person was armed

with a Taser and another with a handgun. In most cases, wallets

and cellphones were stolen. One man was shocked with a Taser

and repeatedly punched, and required hospital treatment.
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Are these really Tasers, the brand name for an expensive pistol-shaped device that

launches electrodes at the end of long wires and that is registered to the purchaser? Or

are they maybe stun guns, cheap handheld gadgets that deliver a shock when held

against someone? 

http://www.taser.com/products/law-enforcement/tase... 

http://ads.midwayusa.com/product/433968/sabre-1200...
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When they catch these little thugs, they should hook them up to a Taser-based ankle

bracelet and just shock them a couple times an hour for the rest of their lives. Or bring

back the death penalty and execute them. I don't know which is better - giving them a

dose of their own medicine or just eliminating them from the genetic pool altogether.

Maybe both - just shock them over and over while we're waiting to execute them.

Actually, I like that plan. Let's do both.
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